This is a small sample of the kind of entry I imagined would fill our FYI Page. This is only a sample, and a minimal one at that...I'm sure yours will be far more detailed, informative and entertaining!

- Try for at least 2 entries (topics can be ones you've thought up or the group has suggested or ones that the Japanese students have expressed an interest in.)

  **REMEMBER:** to ask the Jpns Students in your group what kind of topics they'd like to see on the Page.

- Students should write out their entries, completely, **before sharing** it with the group and **turn in a copy** to the instructor.

- In group meetings students will work on their entries with the Jpn students as well as the other 212 students, receiving help revising, polishing and, if necessary, expanding their entries. I suggest that you make copies of your entries for each member of the group so that you can all work on it together...many heads better than one?!

  **REMEMBER:** the Japanese students are there to **HELP** you write your entries, **NOT TO WRITE** your entries for you.

- In the spirit of JPN 212, interact as much as possible in Japanese when working on your entries in your groups. Even though comprehension at times might be sketchy, not to worry...developing strategies for dealing with 'situations' in a foreign language is extremely important and an essential part of language learning.